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Section 1: Introduction & Welcome
Secretary: Mrs. Susan Brophy
Tel: 00353 56 7768941
Email:
Sue.TomBrophy@gmail.com

27th May 2012
Welcome to the first Irish Pointer Club Breed Seminar and Training Day

We are delighted to welcome you to this event in the magnificent grounds of Ballykealy Manor
Hotel. We are particularly grateful to Ballykealy Manor Hotel for the use of these beautiful facilities
that provide the ideal setting for this inaugural event. We are also grateful to the (local gun club)
and land owners who have made available suitable fields adjacent to the hotel to hold our training
demonstration.
The Irish Pointer Club has a primary role in promoting the Pointer in Ireland, as well as running numerous
field trials and a championship show each year.
The purpose of the event today is to provide the essential information pertaining to this wonderful breed.
The Pointer fulfils many roles, as a shooting dog, as a competitive field trialner, as a show dog or as a
family pet.
By presenting and discussing the history of the breed, the Breed Standard and breed characteristics,
general health, feeding and exercise matters, together with some guidance and tips on training your
pointer. We hope that those participating will be encouraged to get the best from their pointers.
We will also discuss and provide information on field trial participation, award qualification, etiquette etc;
and dog shows presentation, show champion and working gundog qualification.
www.irishpointerclub.com
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We have also included some information regarding conservation initiatives and the roles that field
trial pointers play.
We realise that there may be many more questions that inadvertently might not have been covered
in this presentation. Therefore we would welcome any comments questions that you may have and
our assembled penal will try to answer these for you.
A copy of this presentation will be available to all participants today and on the Club’s website
(www.irishpointerclub.com)
I wish to thank the sub committee of the Irish Pointer Club for their organisation of this Pointer
Breed Seminar and Training Day including John Cassin, Joe O’Sullivan, Martin Falsey, Anthony
Mulhall and Tom Brophy.
If you require any clarification or further information in the future, please do not hesitate to contact
either The Club Secretary or Field Trial Secretary as detailed on the Club website.
Yours faithfully
Irish Pointer Club
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Section 2

Program for Day
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Section 2: Program for the Day

• 10.30am

Welcome Address & Introduction

• 11.00am

Video / Slides / Presentation

• 12.30pm

Lunch

• 1.30pm

Practical Demonstrations

• 3.00pm

Discussion & Panel
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Section 3: Origins & History of the Pointer

•

The Pointer's history is an old one, traceable in writing and
in works of art back to the middle of the 17th century.
While the Pointer (or English Pointer) was developed
primarily in England, most canine historians credit Spain
as the country of origin.
The Pointer resulted from crosses between these Spanish
pointers and various breeds, most probably Foxhounds
and Bloodhounds for scenting, Greyhounds for speed and
Bull Terriers for tenacity.

Pat Dooley’s
F.T.Ch Darinish Starbright

Even before the advent of wing shooting with guns, the
Pointer was used to point game, which the hunters then
netted or chased with coursing hounds. Pointer breed type,
temperament, and hunting ability stabilized around the end
of the 18th century and have changed very little since then.
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Section 3: Origins & History of the Pointer

•

The Pointer became established in Europe, North America
and further afield during the 19th and 20th centuries. Whilst
the breed did not fundamentally change in different countries
certain aspects of the breed type were emphasized to suit
the local terrain or hunting methods used.
For example; today the Pointer in North America is bred with
a tail set 90 deg to its back, is often worked with hunters on
horseback, and is expected to cover vast areas of ground
working from cover to cover.

Pat Dooley’s
F.T.Ch Darinish Starbright

In Continental Europe; Pointers have been bred for all levels
of field trialing and shooting, up to what is termed ‘Grande
Quête’ field trial standard, where the Pointers quarter large
flat areas with minimal cover in search of quail and partridge
in the main. The speed, accuracy of wide flat quartering,
scenting ability and style on point are of the highest
standard.
•

The Pointers that are found today in Ireland and Britain all
have outcrosses to Pointer bloodlines from Europe and in
some cases North America.
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Section 4: Pointer Breed Standard

• Illustrated Breed Standard
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Section 4: Pointer Breed Standard

• Illustrated Breed Standard
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Section 5: Health & Related Issues

•

English Pointers, or simply Pointers as they are commonly called, are graceful and athletic, which
helps them perform the tasks that they were bred for, which is hunting dogs.

•

The popularity of Pointers puts this breed among the top twenty breeds in the nation, according to the
American Kennel Club, and even though this is generally a healthy breed of dog, there are some
health concerns and conditions that owners must be aware of in order to have many years to spend
with their pointer.

•

Here are just a few of these health concerns and conditions:
Epilepsy: causes the pointer to have seizures, occurs when the dog has an episode of electrical
activity triggers that are abnormal and cause scrambled messages from the dog's brain to its muscles.
Hip Dysplasia: affects the pointer's hip joint, occurs when the dog has an abnormally formed hip joint
that causes laxity in the dog's ligaments, connective tissue and muscles that are responsible for joint
support.

•

Link for bread standard and health: www.akc.org/breed/pointer
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Section 6: Pointer & Setter Field Trials

•

Pointer & Setter trials have been taking place
since 1880 when the first documented trial was
held in Cloghan, Co. Donegal.

•

Pointer & Setter trials have traditionally been held
in the mountains and bogs of Ireland where the
main game species encountered is the Irish red
grouse, snipe and pheasant.

•

These trials provide the platform where one dog
can be measured against another and it is this
competitive element that ensured the survival of
the Pointer as a world class working bird dog.

Behamore Pups 16 & 7 Months old

•

Field trial people have a love and affinity with our
wilder places and the game species that inhabit them, and consequently have a keen interest in the
conservation of red grouse and their upland habitats.

•

The Irish Pointer Club runs a full schedule of field trials each year:
Open Stakes in the Spring, Summer and Autumn. Confined Stakes in the Summer and Autumn, and
Puppy and Novice Stakes in the Autumn.
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Section 7: Training Your Pointer

•

The training of a Pointer is a large subject on which many men have many minds, no two are
likely to agree on all aspects. There are a number of books published on the subject, two of the
classics are General Hutchinson’s Dog Breaking (1850) and Training Pointers and Setters for
Field Trials (1973) by Prof.Beazley, Alf Manners and Arnold White Robinson, both can still be
obtained either second hand or in re-print.

•

The following is quoted from Mr Des McGary’s thoughts on training the Pointer published in The
Complete Book of Gundogs in Britain (1974), as an internationally recognised judge of Field Trials
and successful Pointer breeder his opinion is worthy of note.

•

My own thinking is that apart from basic obedience there is little that the human handler can teach
a Pointer; rather does the handler bring to light the latent instincts and talents of his charge and
encourage their growth.

•

Ideally a Pointer from the age of four or five months should have loose exercise over fields twice
daily, either on his own or with the rest of the kennel. Prolonged exercise is not necessary. 20
minutes each time will suffice- though obviously the mature dog will need much more exercise to
get him fit before he starts serious work on the moor. By having regular loose exercise the puppy
will learn to turn to a whistle or hand signal and to change direction.
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Section 7: Training Your Pointer

•

Without this contact, where the puppy is always conscious of the presence of the handler, further
training is impossible.

•

Having established this contact and having taught him basic obedience, to drop to a whistle and/
or hand signal he is by now nine to twelve months old.

•

At first it is best to run him on barren ground, let him get the feel of heather and establish a
rhythmical gallop through it. If he is bred on the right lines he should show a natural inclination to
quarter his ground at right angles to the wind where he can take advantage of maximum scenting
conditions.

www.irishpointerclub.com

Section 7: Training Your Pointer

•

Good methodical ground treatment is the essential base on which all bird dog work is built- without good
ground treatment it is impossible to produce a good dog.

•

With experience, the dog will learn to adjust his speed and his cast to prevailing conditions. In poor scent
conditions his pace will ease to match his nose.

•

If game is plentiful his cast will be shorter and his turn tighter so that no game is missed. If game is
scarce his cast must be wide to be effective and in good conditions the cast will be deeper to
compensate for its width.

•

The first few points may well be technical flushes, i.e. the birds will fly as the dog starts to come on point,
but here patience is required as only by experience will the puppy learn caution and the ability to judge
the proximity of game.

•

Under no circumstance should the handler in his excitement rush up to a pointing puppy; The pointing
puppy should walk up to his game freely; failure to move in freely, stickiness on point, is sometimes due
to his breeding but is more often due to handling and training.

•

The puppy should drop to the rising game, which is easily taught if one takes advantage of his split
second of surprise as the game departs.
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Section 7: Training Your Pointer

•

Introduction to shot is achieved different people in
different ways. My own preference is that occasional
shots should be part of the background kennel noise
but I like to have the puppy pointing well and steadily
before training specifically to shot.

•

Having got the puppy quartering well and showing the
ability to point game, walk it out freely, and drop to it,
he can now be run with another dog to ensure that he
adds ’steadiness behind’ to his other
accomplishments.

•

The essence of backing is that as soon as he sees
his brace mate on point he himself should
automatically adopt a pointing stance.

•

The Pointer has not been bred in this country as a
retriever, put purely as a specialist in the location of
game. Nevertheless, he is widely used in America,
north and south, Europe and the Far East as a
retriever in his capacity as an all-round shooting dog

www.irishpointerclub.com
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•

The vast majority will retrieve successfully and I myself am perfectly happy to allow those dogs
which show a natural retrieving bent to complete the job by retrieving fallen game provided they
have completed one season purely as a game finder. In this way, their steadiness to game and
shot is not allowed to suffer.
Practical Demonstration at 1.30pm
- Pups up to 6 months old and what to expect
- Pups 6 months to 12 months old pointing birds
- Pups in Training pointing birds
- Brace of Training dogs quartering

www.irishpointerclub.com
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Section 8: Award Classifications

• Title of Field Trial Champion (“F.T.Ch”)
•

The goal of the sport is to accumulate enough
points to gain the title of field trial champion.

•

12 points need to be accumulated to gain the
title.

•

Only 1st , 2nd and 3rd places accumulate
championship points.

•

The points or “stars” as they are known are
dependent on a further grade of Excellent, Very
Good or Good.

•

Within the category of Excellent a 1st accumulates
4 points, a second accumulates 3 points while 3rd accumulates 2 points. The points are lessened if
any of the above results are achieved with a point on a snipe. Indeed a 3rd on a snipe offers no
points at all.

•

Likewise within the category of Very Good the points are lessened by roughly half the number.

•

1st Good only scores one championship point.

Insert Image
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Section 9: Participation in Field Trials

• What are Judges Looking for?
•

Basic Tenants of the Sport
–

A dog is always run into the wind.

–

This allows the scent of the bird to flow with the
wind direction and the dogs sensitive nose
translates this to judge the location of the bird.

–

The dog is handled using a whistle as the human
voice will flush the birds.

–

A dog usually must run for a minimum of 15
minutes.

–

The judgement for the dog is whether to point on a scent from further away if he is unsure of
the exact location of the bird or risk going closer where the bird could flush, thereby
eliminating himself.

Insert Image

The break away
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Section 9: Participation in Field Trials

• What are Judges Looking for?
•

Basic Tenants of the Sport
–

Judges look for speed, style and stamina as well as non-invasive handling.

–

Judges also require good ground coverage by the dog. By covering an area, going left and
right of the handler and an equal distance on both sides.

–

Judges also look for a good production on birds. In effect this means that the dog puts the bird
in the air in a controlled, steady way by walking up to the bird so the bird flies.

www.irishpointerclub.com
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Section 10: Conservation Initiatives

• Grouse Conservation Initiatives
•

Grouse Conservation Fund

•

–

Founded in 1991, on the recommendation of the
Field Trial Committee of the Irish Kennel Club, in
response to the loss of grouse habitat due to
forestation and rural development.

–

A portion of the field trial entry fee is allocated to the
grouse conservation fund which grant aids grouse
projects. Projects vary from heather cutting projects,
scientific sampling of heather, distribution of grit and
the grouse breeding project in Galway.

Grouse Breeding Project
–

Initiated in 2001, three pairs of grouse were imported from Shropshire in England. Breeding
grouse in captivity is extremely difficult and therefore this is a landmark project in Ireland.
Over a 100 grouse have been reared over the years with a number of pairs been released
onto Carrownagopple bog near Mountbellew. County Galway.
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•

•

Grouse Conservation Fund
–

This Committee was set up by the Pointer & Setter
fraternity, as recommended by the Field Trial
Committee of the IKC, in 1991 with the objective of
raising finance for the protection and enhancement of
Irish red grouse habitats.

–

A proportion of the entry fees at pointer and setter field
trials are allocated to the grouse conservation fund.

–

These monies are used to grant aid to any initiative
concerned with the conservation of grouse or the
improvement of habitat.

–

To date grants totalling €30,000 have been expended towards this objective.

–

In particular this fund has recently purchased medicated grit from Scotland for distribution on
National Park lands.

A Grouse Conference was held in May 1993 in conjunction with the Grouse Conservation Fund
where both national and international experts participated.

www.irishpointerclub.com
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Section 10: Conservation Initiatives

•

Objective of Conference
–

The objective of the conference was to bring attention to the threat to our upland
habitats and in particular to our native red grouse.

–

A number of well researched and thought provoking presentations were made and the
proceedings were published. A copy of which is attached.

–

Key recommendations of the conference were the maintenance of the Grouse
Conservation Committee, the importation of suitable grit and to raise awareness in the
field trialling community.

www.irishpointerclub.com
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•

Birdwatch Ireland
The pointer & setter fraternity assisted Birdwatch Ireland in conducting a national population census
of the Irish red grouse for period December 2006 to December 2008.

•

Grouse Counts to the NPW
Field trials have provided grouse counts to the NP Wildlife officers over the last decade which
provides critical information on breeding success and survival rates.
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Section 11: Locations

Spring & Summer Trials
•

Spring & Summer trials usually are on grouse and snipe and therefore take place on
mountains and low moorland.

•

Examples of locations are the Dublin mountains, Laragh in Wicklow, the Slieve Bloom
mountains and the low lying moors in Galway and Laois.

•

The trials are obviously weather dependent and the competitions in Spring are always
threatened by fog, snow and heavy rain.

Autumn Trials
•

Autumn trials are usually on pheasants and snipe but can be also on grouse.

•

The pheasant trials take place in tillage fields and rushy fields.

•

Competitors who are not mobile enough for the mountain trials usually participate in these
competitions.

•

Some of the Autumn trials are held on bogs - the most famous being the premier county trial in
Laois.
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Section 12: International Aspects

•

With the advent of the pet passport scheme
allowing greater movement of dogs; setter &
pointer trials throughout Europe have increasingly
developed an international dimension.

•

In August 2007 for the first time a team of red
setter enthusiasts from France competed in Irish
trials.

•

This is most likely to be the beginning of greater
European participation in our sport with an
obvious positive impact from a tourism
perspective, benefiting the local hospitality
industry often in areas that do not normally profit.

•

For quite a number of years the Irish pointer &
setter championship has drawn participants from
Northern Ireland, Scotland, England and Wales.

Insert Image
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Section 13: Summary

•

Pointer & Setter field trials have a long history and
enables the owner of a Pointer to take their
relationship with their dog to a new level.

•

A respect for their skill, intelligence and bravery that is
not as easy to identify when the dog does not work or
compete.

•

Memories of successes at competitions or hunting and
their first steps to being a trained dog.

•

Trained dogs are easier to manage and a lot more
portable. They are always more agreeable than an
untrained dog as dogs like to have boundaries.

•

Pointer & Setter field trials have ensured the working strains of our indigenous bird dogs have
remained intact

•

The working Irish red setter continues to prosper through the medium of field trials though its use as a
shooting dog has become more limited through changes in agricultural practices.

•

The red & white setter was saved from extinction mainly as a result of the platform of field trials.
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Section 13: Summary

•

Pointer & Setter field trials is an ecologicallyfriendly country pursuit. It allows people enjoy
the work of their without any damage to local
flora and fauna

•

There is a strong conservational aspect to field
trials. Grouse habitat is preserved and in
instances heather is cut

•

Funding aid to grouse projects.

•

Field trials is a regulated sport through the Irish
Kennel club and is compliant with the Wildlife
Acts.

Insert Image

Gardenfield Pup pointing
grouse at 12 months

•

Field trials are an international sport and are
participated in most countries.
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• For further information, please contact:

Name: Irish Pointer Club
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Wildfield Black Pearl
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Appendix 1: Training Your Pointer (Extended Notes)

•

The training of a Pointer is a large subject on which many men have many minds, no
two are likely to agree on all aspects. There are a number of books published on the
subject, two of the classics are General Hutchinson’s Dog Breaking (1850) and
Training Pointers and Setters for Field Trials (1973) by Prof.Beazley, Alf Manners and
Arnold White Robinson, both can still be obtained either second hand or in re-print.

•

The following is quoted from Mr Des McGary’s thoughts on training the Pointer
published in The Complete Book of Gundogs in Britain (1974), as an internationally
recognised judge of Field Trials and successful Pointer breeder his opinion is worthy
of note.

•

My own thinking is that apart from basic obedience there is little that the human
handler can teach a Pointer; rather does the handler bring to light the latent instincts
and talents of his charge and encourage their growth. Ideally a Pointer from the age
of four or five months should have loose exercise over fields twice daily, either on his
own or with the rest of the kennel. Prolonged exercise is not necessary, 20 minutes
each time will suffice- though obviously the mature dog will need much more exercise
to get him fit before he starts serious work on the moor. By having regular loose
exercise the puppy will learn to turn to a whistle or hand signal and to change
direction as his handler changes direction: In other words the all-important contact is
established between puppy and handler. Without this contact, where the puppy is
always conscious of the presence of the handler, further training is impossible. With
this in mind, if a puppy runs off out of control at a later stage in training the handler
should not pursue him. But should change direction or sit and wait, and the puppy,
worried by the loss of his handler, will return.
Having established this contact and having taught him basic obedience, to drop to a
whistle and/ or hand signal he is by now nine to twelve months old, fit to take to the
wide open spaces. At first it is best to run him on barren ground, let him get the feel of
heather and establish a rhythmical gallop through it. If he is bred on the right lines he
should show a natural inclination to quarter his ground at right angles to the wind
where he can take advantage of maximum scenting conditions.
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Appendix 1: Training Your Pointer (Extended Notes)
•

Good methodical ground treatment is the essential base on which all bird dog
work is built- without good ground treatment it is impossible to produce a good
dog. Again if his instincts are true one should see his head lift even higher as he
turns at the end of his cast in an effort to assess the conditions that will eventually
influence the depth of his cast. Care should be taken at this stage to see that he
shows a natural inclination to turn after a reasonable cast; if not he should be
turned by a whistle and one should ensure that he turns into the wind.

With experience , the good dog will learn to adjust his speed and his cast to
prevailing conditions. In poor scent conditions his pace will ease to match his
nose. If game is plentiful his cast will be shorter and his turn tighter so that no
game is missed. If game is scarce his cast must be wide to be effective and in
good conditions the cast will be deeper to compensate for its width. I like to
introduce my puppies to the moor in January or February when the grouse are
pairing but still wild and alert. In this way one can see the ability to gallop,. Quarter
and turn and make full use of the wind. The occasional pricking of the ears and
forward pull with a high head as he touches a faint scent of a departing pair of
grouse, and his interest in the sound of calling grouse, indicate that the battle is
half won and that I have a puppy worth training.

In April he can be taken on to grassland with the odd scattered pairs of partridge
and with a bit of luck one can achieve the first point. The first few points may well
be technical flushes, i.e. the birds will fly as the dog starts to come on point, but
here patience is required as only by experience will the puppy learn caution and
the ability to judge the proximity of game. under no circumstance should the
handler in his excitement rush up to a pointing puppy; nothing is better calculated
to send the puppy dashing into his game and chasing off after them. By
approaching slowly and by quiet encouragement , confidence and steadiness will
be built up gradually.
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Appendix 1: Training Your Pointer (Extended Notes)
•

The pointing puppy should walk up to his game freely; failure to move in freely,
stickiness on point, is sometimes due to his breeding but is more often due to handling
and training.> If a puppy that flushes game is forced to point by command before it
has ample opportunity to work out for himself the proximity of his game, it is
paradoxical to expect him to walk out his game freely.
Similarly, if too much fuss is made of the pointing puppy and he is caressed and
patted, he may well think that by pointing he has achieved an end in itself. Ideally the
trainer should never go closer than three yards to his dog and from that distance walk
side by side with the puppy until the game rise. The puppy should drop to the rising
game, which is easily taught if one takes advantage of his split second of surprise as
the game departs.
Introduction to shot is achieved different people in different ways. My own preference
is that occasional shots should be part of the background kennel noise but I like to
have the puppy pointing well and steadily before training specifically to shot. The first
shot on the training ground should be fired by an assistant from far back as game
departs after a point, and while the puppy’s attention is riveted on the departing birds.
Gradually the gun comes closer but never close enough to distract the puppy from his
game. I feel that a puppy can be ruined by training it to drop to shot per se. I prefer the
drop to shot to start as a drop to wing and eventually an association of ideas leads to
a drop to shot.
Having got the puppy quartering well and showing the ability to point game, walk it out
freely, and drop to it, he can now be run with another dog to ensure that he adds
’steadiness behind’ to his other accomplishments. The essence of backing is that as
soon as he sees his brace mate on point he himself should automatically adopt a
pointing stance. With many of the best Pointer bloodlines, this will happen right away;
otherwise he may have to be stopped by signal and taught to back. I, personally like
my puppy to back naturally with minimal help or interference from the handler, but
contrary to current field trial practice, I allow the backing dog to help to walk out the
point, ensuring that he never passes the dog who pointed in the first place. I am
convinced that aimless and prolonged backing for the sake of good manners, with no
participation in the point, can result in the development of a variety of faults including
a lack of enterprise in hunting with a tendency to look for opportunities to back,
stickiness on point, and in some cases false pointing.
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Appendix 1: Training Your Pointer (Extended Notes)
•

The Pointer has not been bred in this country as a retriever, put purely as a
specialist in the location of game. Nevertheless, he is widely used in America,
north and south, Europe and the Far East as a retriever in his capacity as an
all-round shooting dog. The vast majority will retrieve successfully and I myself
am perfectly happy to allow those dogs which show a natural retrieving bent to
complete the job by retrieving fallen game provided they have completed one
season purely as a game finder. In this way, their steadiness to game and shot
is not allowed to suffer.
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